Made for your mission

At Cybereason we understand you are always under attack, and that you need a partner who will champion you for as long as the mission takes. Most attackers are trained in military and government intel, so at Cybereason we fight fire with fire. Our team brings together the world’s best minds from the military, government intelligence, and enterprise security to provide future-ready attack protection that continuously puts adversaries on the run.

KEY BENEFITS

- "Do-no-Harm" Deployment: Fast, flexible cloud & on-premises options
- Multi-layer Protection: Best ransomware prevention in real-world and third-party testing
- Rich Context: Investigate Malops, not alerts, that visualize the full attack story
- Guided Remediation: Save time on every investigation and remediate in minutes not hours
A complete solution

Cybereason unites with defenders to reverse the adversary advantage. Using one agent, one console, and one team to defend all endpoints, the Cybereason Defense Platform was designed to expose and intercept every Malop (malicious operation). A Malop is not an alert, but a contextualized view of the full narrative of an attack. Only Cybereason provides the actionable intelligence to outthink the adversary, the remediation speed to outpace their operations, and the insights to outthink attackers to end any attack.

The tools your team needs

- **The Visibility to Outhink**
  Track, visualize, and end malicious operations with the full attack story from root cause across every affected endpoint and user. In hours, Cybereason can be deployed across thousands of endpoints, providing real-time protection without impacting user experience or productivity.

- **The Speed to Outpace**
  Analyze, adapt, and move faster than attackers while eliminating emerging threats in minutes rather than days. For every Malop, it’s easy for your team to see the full attack story and scope, including the root cause, all affected machines and users, incoming and outgoing communications, and the complete timeline of the attack. Whether it’s a commodity attack or targeted threat, you’ll be able to understand the attack and remediate with confidence.

- **The Precision to End Attacks**
  Leverage automated and single-click remediation across the entire network to end attacks and dramatically reduce the need for lengthy analyst investigations. Analysts can execute a full suite of remediation actions from machine isolation and process killing to removing persistence mechanisms, all from within an intuitive point and click interface. Investigation pivots and threat hunting can be executed easily without the need to craft complex queries, allowing Level 1-2 analysts to perform with Level 3 proficiency. Cybereason is the nexus of threat intelligence, enhanced visibility, and the contextual correlations required to ensure a proactive security posture.

About Cybereason

Cybereason is the champion for today’s cyber defenders with future-ready attack protection that extends from the endpoint, to the enterprise, to everywhere. The Cybereason Defense Platform combines the industry’s top-rated detection and response (EDR and XDR), next-gen anti-virus (NGAV), and proactive threat hunting to deliver context-rich analysis of every element of a malicious operation (Malop). The result: defenders can end cyber attacks from endpoints to everywhere.

Learn more at Cybereason.com